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Jane
The recoil speed that we can identify in Rory McIlroy’s
hip action is just one of a number of phenomenal moves
in an extraordinary power chain. Jean-Jacques Rivet
explains what you can learn from the World No.1

PHOTOGRAPHY BY mark newcombe 

Hip moves

With superb athleticism,
Rory has the capacity to
generate incredible recoil
speed controlled from the
ground up via the foot, leg
and hip action. At the same
time he dsplays poise and
balance throughout – he is
‘grounded’, engaging with
the turf through the feet
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Fully loaded, the
full rotation of the
upper body over
the hips is just fan-
tastic: look at the
belt buckle; the
hips are rotated
around 30 degrees,
the shoulders more
than 90. The right
knee has remained
in a strong and sta-
ble position

Right knee is solid as
the hips begin to get
more involved. Hands
are working on a per-
fectly neutral plane,
in harmony with the
rotation of the body

As the wrists begin
to hinge so the club
works up but notice
that the hips have
yet to really engage
– the lower body is
resisting the rotation
of the torso

Characteristic of
Rory’s first move is
this wide extension,
the clubhead remain-
ing outside the path
of the hands (but
inside the ball-to-tar-
get line)

Rory is beautifully
poised for athletic
motion – tension free,
ready to create a
swing

As the hips clear at
speed, the left foot and
left knee are now provid-
ing the resistance to hit
against as Rory allows
the right side to ‘fire’.
Note the angle that is
loaded in the wrists –
energy about to be
unleashed

Phenomenal clear-
ance of the left side
allows the full com-
pression of the right
side on the ball

The right arm
straightens as the
clubhead is released
at maximum speed,
while his balance is
retained to the finish

You can almost feel the
compression as Rory uses
pressure in the feet to sta-
bilise the transition for bal-
ance in the recoil

Weight is now flowing
onto the front of the
left foot as he ‘settles’;
allowing the arms and
the club to swing down
from the inside

There are a number of significant elements to
this swing that are remarkable for the way in
which they combine to generate such phenome-
nal speed and power – and students of tech-
nique will not be surprised to learn they are
closely related. 

First, look closely at the early stages of the
sequence and observe the way in which Rory
takes the club away from the ball on a relatively
straight path – it almost appears as though he is
moving his arms and the club outside the ball to
target line, when in fact he is making a deter-
mined effort to maintain the width of his swing
over the initial few feet of the movement. What
this does is help set up (indeed accentuate) the
natural phenomena of shallowing the plane of
the arms and the club to the inside on the return
journey, whereupon the arms, hands and the
body ‘match-up’ for maximum recoil speed
through impact. 

Studying the backswing frame by frame, look
at the way the hands work in sequence with the
rotation of the torso, while at the same time the
right knee and the hips are resisting – thus the
coil is engaged (just like winding up a spring).   

The second key element I would like to draw
your attention to is the athletic movement in the
lower body; study the way Rory loads his weight
into his right side as he coils his backswing over
the stability of the lower body (the right knee is
wonderfully stable as the left knee works gently
in tthe direction of the left toe), before then con-
taining his initial recoil move coil in the change of
direction, allowing the feet, knees and thighs to
settle before the re-rotation of the hips and body
core energise the downswing to the finish.

Right here is the key to storing and releasing
power: what Rory actually does (and which
makes for his wonderful balance in winding and
unwinding his body) is to draw energy from the
ground and  settle the hips through the transi-
tion, slowing them for a split second before they
‘fire’ and recoil at incredible speed (measured at
more than 600 degrees per second) all the way
to the finish, where the hips are facing left of
the target.

It is the balance Rory exhibits within his hip
action that enables him to create such incredible
speed while retaining his rhythm and poise.

Think of the body core as being the hub at
the centre of the wheel and you begin to appreci-
ate the importance of rotating around a stable
and consistent axis in order to create and control
the circular speed that is accelerated via the
arms and the clubshaft to be clubhead.

Balance, of course, is vital throghout, and
even at the collossal speeds Rory generates, he
is a perfect example of a player who controls the
golf ball via stability in the hips as he winds and
unwinds his swng – so let’s have a look at a way
in which you can go out and learn to experience
that same sensation and enjoy more speed.

THE DYNAMICS OF SPEEDCOIL, SETTLE, RELEASE GROUND CONTROL
THE KEY INGREDIENT
FOR RECOIL SPEED
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All systems go: The tension
that I am exerting with the
elastic band helps Morgan
to establish a ‘ready’ flex in
his hips and lower body at
set up (left). In the swing
itself, he is then encour-
aged to identify with the
effectiveness of rotation
around a more consistent,
stable axis, and unwind
those hips fully

Rotate about a
consistent spine
and hip angle...

Focus on creating
and maintaining
a good athletic

posture...

Feel the re-rotation
occurs in your body

core, stabilised by the
knees as you allow your
weight to ‘settle’ and

shift towards the target

At the finish, your
belt buckle should
be pointing at or

even slightly left of
the target – total
recoil – a la Rory!

For the majority of amateur golfers, negotiating the journey from
set-up to impact is a tortuous test of balance, as much as any-
thing else. More often than not, the root of the problems so many
golfers experience can be traced to the erratic movement of the
upper body – usually as a result of trying to ‘muscle’ the ball with
the bigger muscles rather than allow the natural chain of motion
to create speed.

To the question ‘where does power come from’, my answer is
always to illustrate the effectiveness of rotation and centripetal
forces over brute strength and machismo. And you can easily
learn to identify with the positive sensations of a swing that turns
rotational energy into clubhead speed with the simple exercise
you see here.

With my old friend Morgan Mason as a model, looping a
length of elastic cable to the left hip belt strap enables me to
exert tension on his left hip/side at the set up (above), which he
then works against as he coils his backswing. The resistance in
the cable encourages Morgan to engage his core muscles for a
more balanced, stable hip action, which rewards him with a
much more effective backswing coil as he rotates his upper body
over the ‘grounded’ resistance of the lower half.  

In other words, Morgan is learning to stabilise his centre of
gravity and harmonise it with the movement of his arms and
body – and that’s the key to generating more efficient and more
consistent speed. 

The goal, then, is to experience the sensation of the acceler-
ating arms and clubhead working in sequence with the ground-
ing forces in the feet as you unwind, accelerating the clubhead
along a shallow, inside path to the ball for a solid strike. Using
the elastic cable, I am able to remind Morgan of the importance
of rotating the hips all the way to the finish, clearing the way for
the upper body to unwind. This sensation of generating speed in
the downswing with the re-rotation of the core muscles is one
that I encourage all of my pupils to go out and experience – just
one of many swing dynamics we can all learn from Rory!  

Jean-Jacques Rivet is Head of Biomechanics and Sport
Performance at the European Tour Performance Institue (ETPI)

BETTER CORE STABILITY =
MORE EFFICIENT RECOIL

SPEED DRILLHOW TO 
EXPERIENCE THE ‘RORY FACTOR’


